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ABSTRACT

There has been a recent proliferation of scholarly treatment on the development, identification, and determination of customary international law (CIL), in response to the International Law Commission’s work program on this topic, which it began in 2012. Much of this scholarship has focused on explication of the theoretical and practical problems inherent in the modern use of CIL as a source of international law. At the same time, there are influential voices who argue that, notwithstanding these problems, some of which they contend are overstated, CIL nevertheless continues to play a practically useful and necessary role in the international legal system, and that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the orthodox process for identifying CIL. This article maintains that the problems which have been identified by scholars in the processes of identification and determination of CIL, and their implication for the international legal system, are of such a serious and institutionalized nature as to give rise to a presumptive distrust of any statement about what is or is not a rule of CIL. It argues that if CIL is going to retain its place as a source of international legal obligation, the process of identifying and authoritatively determining CIL must evolve to more objectively evidence the positive assent of states to the making of customary rules.

Every Autumn I teach my course on public international law. And every year, during the second class session, I teach the sources of international law. Together we dutifully look to the Statute of the International Court of Justice (ICJ), Article 38, and examine the recitation of the sources there. My explanation of treaties as a source of international law tends to go pretty smoothly. After all, treaties are a lot like contracts among states –they’re negotiated and written down, and states either agree to them or not. Students can therefore pretty easily process the idea of treaties as a source of international legal obligation.

But then when I start explaining customary international law (CIL) to them, all of a sudden there’s a lot more note-taking, and fewer heads nodding in understanding. I explain that the idea of the customary practice of states evidencing the acceptance of international legal obligations, has come down to us through history as a source of law that makes sense within a legal system comprised of sovereigns, who are the direct creators of the law. I note that this was particularly the case in the time before the modern era of travel and communication, when states couldn’t so easily negotiate agreed treaty texts to cover all needful areas of international

---

1 Elton B. Stephens Professor of Law, University of Alabama School of Law. I would like to thank Jean d’Aspremont and Iain Scobbie for their thoughtful discussion of these topics, and comments on earlier drafts.
relations. We talk about the orthodox two-element formula for the development of a rule of customary law, i.e. the combined presence of state practice and *opinio juris*. I then give the traditional explanation of what counts as state practice, how we determine the presence of *opinio juris*, what kinds of evidence suffice to demonstrate both, and the standards of sufficiency for each kind of evidence. I have to use statements like “generally speaking,” “typically,” and “most of the time” a lot. Then I ask them if there are any questions. There seldom are.

What I’m hoping at this point, of course, is that they’ll believe me that what I’m teaching them is real. I hope that they’ll accept custom as a source of the creation of international legal obligation, along with treaties. Although in actuality, I have offered them fairly little on which to base such a belief, except my say-so. I’ve given them little in the way of objectively demonstrable, constitutional or other primary legal sources, to “prove” the existence of customary law. That’s because most of what there is objectively demonstrating that custom is a source of international law, comes from one provision of Article 38 of the ICJ Statute itself, and from a few extracts from court cases. By far most of the material I can give them to explain the mechanics of how this rather ethereal concept is in fact evidenced, identified, and authoritatively determined, comes from other law professors writings about it. I really just have to hope they’ll accept the whole thing as a matter of faith so we can move on.

And I suppose that’s what I’ve done myself, in fact, over my twenty years or so of studying international law – i.e. accepted as a matter of faith that custom is a source of international law, and that it can in fact be identified through an examination of evidence as against the two-element formula. That it can be both conceptually and practically supported as a means for generating international legal obligation. Perhaps fortunately, my own faith in this idea has seldom been seriously challenged because the area of law that I have written most in – nuclear non-proliferation law – is primarily based on an established web of treaties and international organizations. So most of my scholarly work has been in treaty interpretation and the law of international organizations, and not in a close analysis of the existence or implications of rules of customary international law. But on the occasions when I really have had to seriously think about how CIL develops, is authoritatively identified and determined, and is ultimately used in the international legal system, I’ve experienced a growing concern about it for some time.

So over the past couple of years, I’ve tried to read as widely as I could in the scholarly literature on CIL development, identification, and determination. And such work hasn’t been difficult to find. Particularly due to the International Law Commission’s (ILC’s) work program on this topic, which it began in 2012, there has been a recent proliferation of scholarly treatment.2 Much of this scholarship has focused on explication of the theoretical and practical

---

problems inherent in the modern use of CIL as a source of international law. This recent work builds on strains of critique of CIL that go back decades.3

At the same time, there are still influential voices who argue that, notwithstanding these problems, some of which they contend are overstated, CIL nevertheless continues to play a practically useful and necessary role in the international legal system, and that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the orthodox process for identifying CIL.4 This view has been adopted by the ILC’s ongoing work program, which has accepted the continued validity of the orthodox view of the two-element process for CIL determination.5

On balance in my reading and consideration, I have become persuaded that the problems which have been identified in the processes of identification and determination of CIL, and their implication for the international legal system, are of such a serious and institutionalized nature, that I now presumptively distrust any statement about what is or is not a rule of CIL. Basically, as I’ve learned more about how CIL is used in practice, I’ve stopped believing in CIL as a supportable source for the creation of international legal obligation. I have become convinced that if CIL is going to retain its place as a source of international legal obligation, the process of identifying and authoritatively determining CIL must evolve to more objectively evidence the positive assent of states to the making of customary rules.

I. CIL and Its Several Identifiers

The orthodox view of how CIL works is deceptively simple. One looks at the record of state actions and statements and if something like a supermajority of states have engaged in the same or similar practice with regard to some normative principle of international interaction, and have engaged in this practice for a long time with little inconsistency, and if they appear to do this because they think it is legally obligatory for them to do so (or at least that doing so is in harmony with existing law), then those two elements of state practice and opinio juris (i.e. one objective element and one subjective element) evidence that states have accepted this principle

---

as a rule of customary international law. If this is determined to be the case, the rule of customary law becomes a legal obligation for all states, even for those who did not participate in the rule’s creation, subject only to the caveat that states who persistently object to the creation of the rule throughout its development are exempt from this obligation. Again, the idea is that states can agree on rules governing their behavior through their customary conduct and sense of legal obligation attaching to it, without having to put this obligation in writing.

Proponents of the utility of CIL argue that such a source of legal obligation has always been, and continues to be, a necessary component of the international legal system for a number of reasons. These include its role as a source for overarching system or secondary rules for the international legal system, its role in addressing issue areas not covered by an existing treaty including technologically new or dynamic issue areas, its role in filling in gaps in existing treaty coverage, and its role in creating parallel obligations to those included in the provisions of broadly-subscribed-to treaties in order to make those treaty provisions binding upon all states, including treaty outliers.

The problematic aspects of this concept of a legal source, however, become apparent pretty quickly upon closer examination. With CIL, the devil really is in the details. How many states does it take to manifest their state practice in support of a new rule of CIL? How long must this practice have continued? What kind of state practice counts? How much inconsistent state practice can be tolerated? Does the practice of some states matter more than others?

The questions concerning the subjective element of *opinio juris* are even more problematic. What does it mean for a state to act under a sense of legal obligation? Do they actually have to think that what they’re doing is required by existing law? And what does it mean for a state to “think” this? If so, isn’t there a real chicken and egg problem there – i.e. what did the first state who acted in this way think? Were they just deluding themselves? And how are we supposed to know what states are thinking about why they are acting in a certain way? They seldom discuss their subjective understanding of their legal obligations. So what kinds of evidence will count in manifesting that *opinio juris*? How much of that evidence is required, and of how many states, before we can say that the subjective element is satisfied?

When I teach the principle of customary international law to my classes, and the brighter students start to ask these questions, I tell them that as a practical matter, international lawyers look to several different law-identifying agencies to sort through what is CIL and what is not. The first and most important of these is international courts, including the ICJ.

A. International Courts

So how do international courts sort out, or identify, the existence of a rule of CIL? This question has actually been one of the most fascinating subjects of the most recent wave of scholarship on CIL. A number of authors have conducted empirical studies of cases decided by international courts, including the ICJ, international criminal tribunals, and others. What they have found is that these august international judicial bodies typically do not display systematic,
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rigorous analysis of evidence falling under the framework of the orthodox two-element test. Stefan Talmon, for example, has criticized the ICJ itself for engaging in a deductive and assertive, as opposed to a properly inductive, methodology when considering evidence of CIL, and for thereby engaging in judicial legislation - although he also observes the perceived need for the court to take this approach. As he explains:

The gateway for judicial legislation is neither induction nor deduction but the Court’s use of assertion as a method to determine rules of customary international law. In a majority of cases the Court has not examined, whatever it may say on the matter, the practice and opinio juris of States, but has simply asserted the rules which it applies. This methodological approach has been criticized even by its own members. But assertion is not always merely a convenient methodological shortcut. There are situations where the inductive and deductive methods will not allow the Court to fulfil its normal judicial function of determining the applicable rules of customary international law because induction is virtually impossible, or because there are no relevant general rules or principles from which to deduce the applicable law. Judicial assertion is the price States have to pay for the Court not to declare an epistemological non liquet.8

In another such study, involving a broader range of international judicial bodies, Stephen Choi and Mitu Gulati found that:

Courts in this area, it turns out, do not neatly separate out the evidence that they look at in terms of saying X piece of evidence helped persuade them on prong one and Y piece of evidence helped persuade them on prong two. Instead they tend to bundle all the evidence into a single discussion and then assert whether the two-prong test is satisfied (and sometimes they do not even mention the two-prong test).9

Choi and Gulati are less sympathetic than Talmon to considerations regarding the judicial function and the need for CIL to serve a jurisprudential gap-filling role:

The data suggest that international courts do not come anywhere close to engaging in the type of analysis the officially states two-part rule for the evolution of CIL sets up. Instead, as best we can tell, courts analyzing CIL – whether they find it or not – are generally engaged in a forward-looking or aspirational exercise. . . Under this rubric, the question that jump-started our inquiry – how do judges apply the CIL definition that seems both analytically impossible to apply and normatively unattractive – has a simple answer: they ignore it.10

These studies have helped to shed light on how international courts in fact go about looking for CIL, what kinds of evidence they think are relevant to that determination, and what standards they actually apply to that evidence. And as the studies show, international courts

---

10 See id. at 147.
cannot be said to be exemplary in their application of the orthodox two-element approach to CIL identification, which remains the orthodoxy in all of the textbooks on international law, and which has been reaffirmed through the recent work of the ILC.

This fact alone is extremely problematic. Inasmuch as my practiced answer to my students is that their methodological questions on identifying and determining CIL in practice can be answered by reference to how international courts go about this exercise - which really ought to be a sound answer to those questions - the fact that international courts demonstrably do not apply the principles that I am teaching them as orthodox, seriously decreases my own confidence in that answer.

B. The International Law Commission

The second commonly referenced law-identifying agency is the International Law Commission (ILC). The ILC was established by the United Nations General Assembly in 1947 as a standing group of international law experts, nominated by states and approved for office by the General Assembly itself. The ILC’s mandate was given to it by the General Assembly in its founding Statute as follows:

The International Law Commission shall have for its object the promotion of the progressive development of international law and its codification.

The ILC has always pursued its mandate with an underlying tension, evident from its mandate. Note that it is mandated to promote both the “progressive development” of international law, and it “codification.”11 The first head of this mandate is normative, the second is descriptive. Or in other words, the first head looks to the development of the lex ferenda, while the second restricts its vision to the lex lata. This tension has played out throughout the history of the ILC’s work.12

The ILC typically initiates a work program on a closely defined issue or question of international law. It then devotes years to the development of draft reports in which it provides its view of the law on the issue or question. These studies can result in a final report to the General Assembly, which can take the form of “Draft Articles,” i.e. provisions which the ILC recommends to the General Assembly as fit for inclusion in a treaty on the subject.13 Some of the most influential final outcomes produced by the ILC include the 2001 Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, and the 2011 Guide to Practice on Reservations to Treaties. The ILC is currently conducting studies on, among other topics, subsequent agreement and subsequent practice in relation to interpretation of treaties, immunity of State officials from foreign criminal jurisdiction, and the protection of the environment in relation to armed conflicts.

13 However, see Jacob Cogan, The Changing Form of the International Law Commission’s Work, AJIL UNBOUND (Volume 108, 2014).
Particularly in my role as faculty advisor to my Law School’s Jessup International Law Moot Court team, I am regularly called upon to advise students on how they should treat the final outcome reports of the ILC for purposes of their advocacy, both in their written memorials and in their oral presentations. I typically tell them what I think most other international law professors tell them as a matter of orthodoxy, which is that ILC final outcome reports are generally accepted as correct statements of existing CIL - i.e. that the ILC essentially functions as another law identifying mechanism, along with international courts.

What I don’t typically tell them (so as not to confuse them) is that while some of the ILC’s final outcome reports have indeed been received by the international legal community as accurate and useful explications of existing customary international law, others have been widely criticized as stretching the existing evidence of state practice and opinio juris to untenable degrees in order to find support for more progressive or aspirational statements about law in the area of study. Just to make the issue more complex, some final outcome reports have been regarded as including both accurately descriptive statements of the lex lata, as well as rather weakly supported statements of the lex ferenda. Again, this is no accident. The ILC is mandated to engage in both exercises – i.e. the identification of existing law, and the support of legal development. Sometimes they choose to engage in both exercises within the same report on the law.

When forced to ask myself the question, then, of whether the reports of the ILC can be counted on to provide an authoritative source for the identification and determination of rules of CIL, I have to answer in the negative, as a general proposition. This is, again, due to the ILC’s explicit mandate, and track record, of engagement in both descriptive and normative reporting. It is also due to the relative opacity of the ILC’s deliberations and methodology for identifying and weighing evidence relating to CIL, and the well documented politicization of some of the ILC’s work programs. This is not, of course, to say that none of the ILC’s work products should be relied upon as accurate statements of existing CIL. Rather, that the fact alone that an assertion about the current content of CIL is contained in an ILC final outcome document, is not itself sufficient for that assertion to be relied upon as accurate.

C. Academics

Article 38 of the Statute of the ICJ actually lists academics, along with international courts, as law determining mechanisms – essentially as finders and explicators of the law. This is of course not to be confused with the sources of law themselves (i.e. treaties, custom, and general principles). As it states:

The Court, whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply . . . judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.

---

14 See Jose Alvarez, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AS LAWMAKERS, pgs. 304-316 (2005)
15 See id.
In my experience in the international legal academy, I have seen examples of work in which the author or authors have made a truly good faith effort to look comprehensively and systematically for state practice and *opinio juris* on some issue of law, and have rigorously applied this evidence to the two-element formula as the orthodoxy requires. But frankly, I’ve seen many more examples of work in which the author has selectively picked from the available information relatively few pieces of evidence, which they often double-count as both state practice and *opinio juris*, before basing some assertion about the content of CIL upon them. Very frequently this involves selective reference to resolutions of the U.N. General Assembly or other international deliberative body, reports of working groups set up by some international organization or other, cherry-picked statements by state officials, and circular reliance on the assertions of other scholars. No real attempt is made to provide a systematic or comprehensive assessment of the evidence of state practice or *opinio juris* by states on the topic. Once a number of these carefully selected pieces of evidence has been recited, an assertion is made about them signifying an existing, or emerging, rule of CIL. And just to put my cards fully on the table, I have been guilty of this methodological malpractice myself. I suspect most of my colleagues in the academy could, if they are honest, say the same.

D. Why Can None of Us Do This Right?

So what explains the fact that neither courts nor the ILC nor academics can be relied upon to do a comprehensive, rigorous, systematic analysis of the available evidence of state practice and *opinio juris*, and carefully and methodically apply that evidence to the two-element test for determining the existence of CIL, as we all teach our students to do every year during the second day of our international law classes?

I think there are a number of reasons for this. The first group of reasons is grounded in the practicalities of this exercise. There are currently 195 independent sovereign states in the world. Let’s say you wanted to know whether there is currently a rule of customary law allowing an exception from U.N. Charter Article 2(4) for humanitarian intervention. Does that mean you actually have to look back over several decades of diplomatic practice and evidence of the conduct and statements of all 195 states to see what they have done and said about the idea of such a principle? If you approach the two-element test for CIL as an inductive process, through which one collects a comprehensive data set and draws conclusions about whether the evidence satisfies each of the elements from that data set, then the orthodox theory of CIL determination would seem to require just that. That is a tall order, whether you are talking about a court, the ILC, or an academic.

And even if you did gather together such a comprehensive data set, how would you know how to code each statement or action by each state in a way that would create a sensible metric for determining what each data point means in comparison to other data points? Assuming that there are complex nuances in how states have acted and spoken about the idea in question, how do you determine whether there is even some unified definition of the principle they are all acting and thinking about, and if so what it is?

---

Again, even if you could gather together all of this data, code it properly, put it into a matrix and determine a definition of the principle in question, you’re still left with the questions my brighter students ask, e.g. How much and what kind of state practice is necessary to satisfy the state practice element? Is there a required duration of practice? Does the practice of some states matter more than others? What does the silence of one or more states mean? What kinds of evidence and how much of it is required to satisfy the opinio juris element? Frankly, we just do not know the answers to these questions. There is certainly no dearth of opinion about them in the scholarly literature, but in the end we have no authoritative answers. Again, the law-identifying agencies that we might look to for such authoritative answers – i.e. international courts and the ILC – have never given them to us, either by their words or their practice. So the aspiring identifier of CIL is really left on their own to come up with some way to persuasively answer these questions, when applying the data set to the elements.

I have seen a few attempts at such a comprehensive, rigorous approach to gathering data and applying it to the two-element formula. The International Committee on the Red Cross’s 2005 study on Customary International Humanitarian Law comes immediately to mind. Though that study has received a good deal of methodological criticism itself.19 The point is, though, that even if such studies are attempted occasionally by NGOs or academics, by far and away the most common practice for international courts, the ILC, and academics does not involve this kind of thorough and systematic review of evidence, and painstaking application of the data to the two elements in a thoughtful, systematic way, in order to produce a persuasive determination of the existence or not of a rule of CIL. It’s just too big a task for most of us to think about taking on, and one for which, frankly, most of us simply don’t have the resources or skillset to take on.

But there are other reasons for our collective failure to do CIL identification in the way in which we teach our students it should be done, quite apart from those grounded in practicalities and the limits of our wills and abilities. What a number of scholars have realized, and which I find quite persuasive, is that all of us – international courts, the ILC, and academics – use our corrupted methodologies for determining the presence of CIL in order to serve our own instrumentalist ends.20 I noted above Stefan Talmon’s observation that international courts frequently assert the existence of principles of CIL, with little evidentiary or methodological basis, in order to fill perceived gaps in the law, and to avoid a non liquet.21 This is essentially an instrumentalist purpose for the court, allowing it to avoid the appearance of uselessness through inability to decide the questions before it. And I also noted previously the ILC’s mandate in its founding statute to not only codify existing law but also contribute to its progressive development. And academics – well we’ve all got ideas and new directions for legal development that we would like to find support for among the evidences of customary law. Again, I confess I’ve done this myself.

---

19 See Elizabeth Wilmshurst & Susan Breau, eds., PERSPECTIVES ON THE ICRC STUDY OF CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW (2007).
All of us would-be CIL identifiers, it turns out, use our conveniently shortcut methodologies for determining CIL, in order to expand the frontiers of what is generally accepted as international law, for our own instrumentalist reasons. We basically take advantage of the methodological mess that has become so firmly institutionalized by the previous efforts of CIL identifiers, to make equally messy yet convenient arguments for normative evolution through CIL in directions that suit our particular goals. And while this phenomenon almost certainly occurs across the substantive areas of international law, it has been persuasively argued to be most pronounced in the three substantive areas that have been collectively referred to as constituting the “humanization trend” in international law post-World War II. These areas are international humanitarian law (IHL), international human rights law (IHRL), and international criminal law (ICL).

The “humanization” thesis holds that these three areas developed in the post-war period as a reaction to the horrors of the war, and the loss of civilian life in particular. They were seen as a needed course correction to the exclusive state-centricism of classical international law. This ideologically driven development in international law was a paradigm shift, focusing less on the rights and duties of states towards each other, and more on the obligations of states in their treatment of individuals. The principles of justice and humanism that underlay this movement in law creation, understandably led identifiers of CIL over the years to exert efforts to stretch the bounds of legal obligation further, at times, than states had explicitly accepted through treaty law. As Jean d’Aspremont has observed in the context of IHRL:

In IHRL scholarship and practice, customary international law has proved the most popular law-ascertainment instrument when it comes to stretching the scope of IHRL and “discovering” new rules for the protection of individuals. It is as if anything that cannot be supported by treaties and which is deemed desirable can, with a bit of effort and creativity, be found in customary law. The reason for the success of custom is not difficult to fathom. Its greater departure from formal modes of legal reasoning provides a less constrained argumentative space and this is why it has been deemed “irresistible” for human rights lawyers.

In the ICL context, the expansionist use of CIL to justify obligations exceeding what states had agreed to in treaties goes all the way back to the area’s genesis at the end of World War II. In the Nuremburg war crimes trials, quite tenuous arguments were employed by allied lawyers and judges to support the existence of obligations of CIL that applied to individuals directly, and that overcame what were quite well accepted legal principles at the time, such as the defense of superior orders and the ancient criminal law maxim nullem crimen sine lege. This instrumentalist use of CIL for expansionist purposes has been well documented to have continued through the 1990’s establishment of ad hoc international criminal courts.

23 Jean d’Aspremont, Expansionism and the Sources of International Human Rights Law, 46 ISRAEL YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 223 (2016).
24 See Antonio Cassese, INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW, Pgs. 105-107 (2nd ed., 2008).
Similarly well documented is the use of expansionist arguments grounded in CIL to “fix” perceived problems with IHL. The prime example of this is the use of arguments based in CIL to extend the obligations of the 1949 Geneva Conventions – which themselves textually limit their application to the “High Contracting Parties” – beyond the states parties to the treaties, to apply also to non-state organized armed groups participating in both international and non-international armed conflict.

In each of these three substantive areas of international law, again, the motivation for this instrumentalist expansionism through CIL is grounded in a desire to extend human rights and humanitarian protections to particularly vulnerable populations – an essentially laudable aim. And the substantive law which has been produced through the methodological fudging of the evidence of CIL has, arguably, produced a useful end in the development of the international legal system. However, the means by which this end has been accomplished cause heartburn to a formalist like myself.

The particular methodological tool that has been used in almost all instances of instrumentalist expansion of CIL, including those in the “humanization” areas, has been the accordance of disproportionate weight to one of the two CIL-identification elements - the *opinio juris* element. This has been termed the “modern approach” to CIL identification. The idea behind the modern approach is that focusing on the subjective element – i.e. what states think is or should be the law – is preferable because not all states have the capacity to engage in significant practice across the substantive areas of international law, and all states should be able to meaningfully participate in the process of CIL creation through their manifestations of *opinio juris*. This method, it is argued, allows for the more expeditious development of law, and is particularly important in the “humanization” areas of law in which treaty-making can be a painfully slow process, subject to principled compromise and the entry of reservations by states limiting application.

There has been a rich debate in scholarly sources about the idea of focusing on *opinio juris* and giving that element primacy of consideration when engaging in CIL identification. My own view of this debate has been to be largely persuaded by the arguments in favor of the modern approach, as I think it tends to level the playing field among states at varying levels of development and capacity to act internationally. I see no inherent theoretical problem with focusing on states’ manifested, subjective view of what international law is and should be. In my view, this concept is no different than that underpinning the idea of legislative action in domestic legal systems. However, while in theory a focus on the subjective element of the CIL-identification formula is not inherently problematic, what is problematic is that the international legal system is simply not currently institutionally structured to support such a methodological approach to law creation. In short, there is no international legislative institution, or agreed legislative process in the international legal system that could facilitate the identification of CIL on the basis of states’ manifestations of subjective will. The most obvious candidate for such an institution is the United Nations General Assembly. However, the role and rules of procedure of

---

the General Assembly are clearly laid out in the U.N. Charter, and do not mandate or support a legislative function.

Without an institutionalized or agreed process for the creation of CIL through the subjective manifestations of states, the idea of basing CIL identification primarily on the *opinio juris* element is too susceptible to methodological highjacking for instrumentalist purposes. Again, a few recitations of the provisions of General Assembly resolutions, a U.N. Human Rights Committee working group report, and an article by a scholar reporting strong state support for a principle, and voilà!, we have a new rule of CIL.

Again, even though much of the instrumentalist expansion of international law through methodologically compromised assertions of CIL, particularly in the “humanization” areas, has produced accepted rules of law that I, and I think most international lawyers, support substantively as useful and positive developments in the international legal system, for those like myself who are essentially formalists in their approach to international law, the methods by which these rules have been created are very troubling. This is because they run counter to a fundamental principle that I would contend remains essential to the modern positivist conception of the international legal system, i.e. that the sources of international law are essentially based, even if imperfectly, upon the consent of states to be bound to international legal obligation.\(^{30}\)

When legal obligations or rights are created without a sound basis in the consent of states to be bound, however well-intentioned that normative evolution is, this foundational principle is compromised. This in turn decreases states’ confidence in international law and its foundations in respect for their sovereignty and independence.\(^{31}\) So while in the short term the creation of obligations which expand the legal protections provided by IHRL, for example, may seem worth the instrumentalist use of compromised CIL-identification methodology, from a long-term systemic perspective this use of CIL in a way that divorces its creation from the consent of states to be bound, risks decreasing the perceived legitimacy of the international legal system itself.

In summary, it has become increasingly clear that international courts, the ILC, and academics all typically go about the exercise of CIL identification in a methodologically compromised manner. We do this not only, or even primarily, due to practical difficulties, though those do exist. Rather, we frequently do it this way for instrumentalist reasons, as a useful means for arguing for the expansion or evolution of international legal rules in directions that suit our particular aims. This is why I now presumptively distrust any statement about what is or is not a rule of CIL from any of these CIL-identifying agencies. And it’s why I’ve just simply stopped believing in CIL as a supportable source for the creation of international legal obligation.

II. CIL’s Defenders

I mentioned previously the ongoing ILC work program on the topic of the identification of CIL. That program is now in its fifth year, with four draft reports produced by the Special Rapporteur, Sir Michael Wood. As part of his role as Special Rapporteur, Sir Michael has over the past several years gallantly traveled the world to engage with state officials and legal academics on something of a “listening tour,” in order to inform his work. In the speeches he has given at such gatherings, and in a few pieces of he has published over this time, he has

---

mounted a spirited defense of the orthodox approach to the identification of CIL, which he has similarly written into his ILC draft reports.  

According to Sir Michael, who was himself a career state official and chief legal advisor to the U.K. Foreign Office, the recent proliferation of scholarly work criticizing CIL and the methodology of its identification by courts is neither new nor particularly novel. He points to moments of intense criticism of CIL going back to the nineteenth century, resuming in the 1920’s, and again in the postcolonial era. Notwithstanding these historical critiques, which he considers to be largely rehashed by today’s scholars, as he notes: “Far from ceasing to be influential, customary international law has all along retained a central place in international legal discourse, as it continues to do at present.”

Sir Michael’s primary argument in response to scholarly criticism of the methodology employed by CIL identifiers is that, while academics may continue to assert theoretical problems with this methodology and the resulting substantive rules, this has had no effect on the day-to-day use and usefulness of CIL in practice among state officials and before courts. As he writes:

From legal opinions by government legal advisers to diplomatic correspondence and official statements by states, custom features regularly in the everyday practice of international law. It is frequently invoked before international courts and tribunals, particularly in interstate disputes . . . Despite the academic controversies surrounding customary international law and the difficulty of some authors to accept a source of law that by its very nature defies exact definition, the theoretical torment that accompanies custom in the books simply does not impede it in action. The question of proof, in particular, ‘does not present as much difficulty as the writers have anticipated’, and a settled methodology for ascertaining the existence of a rule of customary international law . . . is indeed observable in practice.

Clearly Sir Michael is not alone in being less than impressed by the recent flurry of academic commentary decrying CIL identification techniques. The ILC has consistently supported his reports which recite the orthodox approach to CIL identification, complete with the two-element formula.

At essence, Sir Michael’s argument appears to be that, notwithstanding the theoretical and methodological problems asserted by academics, government officials and courts in practice continue to regularly rely on arguments based in CIL, and are generally unconcerned about the dash of sophistry typically necessary to maintain those arguments. This is because they find CIL important and useful for inter alia filling gaps in existing treaty law, for governing relations between non-parties to treaties or when jurisdictional limits apply to relevant treaties, and for providing answers in cases where there is no clear answer found in treaty law.
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However, I would respectfully suggest that Sir Michael’s arguments are limited in their power to rebut the academic critics of CIL identification because they, quite consciously, do not address these critics’ arguments head on. Rather, they sidestep the criticisms, and avoid substantive engagement with them, by claiming that the academics’ concerns do not, in the end, matter because the practitioners of international law (of which he was himself one) simply aren’t bothered by them, and get along quite well with their use of CIL in their daily work anyway, thank you very much. This is a bit like my doctor telling me that I shouldn’t consume chocolate and pasta because they’re bad for my health, to which my response is that I don’t see any problems with my health so why should I care what my doctor says? I quite enjoy eating chocolate and pasta, have done so for many years, and plan to continue doing so without regard to this advice. But my disregard of my doctor’s advice doesn’t make that advice wrong. I’m just choosing to ignore it. And I’m putting my whole system at risk of collapse by doing so.

Sir Michael’s argument that CIL is useful in many ways to courts and state officials also does not effectively rebut the theoretical and methodological scholarly assaults on CIL identification. If anything, it actually supports them by confirming the very instrumentalist purposes that these scholars have argued to be underlying much of the methodological mess of CIL identification. The fact of the usefulness of CIL per se says nothing about the soundness of modern approaches to CIL identification, and their implications for perceptions of the credibility of the international legal system.

Conclusion

So again, I think there is a big problem here. The problem is that the agencies that are looked to as identifiers of CIL – international courts, the ILC, and academics - have been demonstrated to typically go about that exercise in methodologically bankrupt ways. And we don’t just do it because we are lazy or incompetent, we do it so that we can use the resulting assertions of CIL obligations in instrumentalist ways, typically to expand international law to apply in areas where states have not given their explicit consent to be bound through agreed treaty text. The asserted rules of CIL which the shortcut methodologies of identification creates, are therefore of low credibility in the eyes of states, who are understandably reluctant to have judges and academics creating new legal obligations for them.

This problem is so difficult to address because it is so institutionally entrenched. Courts and the ILC and many academics have every reason to continue to support the orthodox approach to CIL identification, which is so susceptible to this methodological mischief, because it serves their instrumentalist purposes. The ILC’s ongoing study on this topic, which will almost certainly provide yet another reaffirmation of the orthodox approach, will only further institutionalize the problem.

Again, my problem is not with CIL itself as a source of law. In a theoretical sense, I have no problem with the idea that states can collectively make law that governs their interactions with each other, through an evolving process that is not necessarily written down in one lawmaking moment. Particularly under the modern approach that places emphasis and priority upon opinio juris, states can manifest their recognition of an obligation, and their consent to be bound thereby, through their subjective statements of legal understanding.

The problem is that we simply do not currently have a structural framework within the international legal system that can support this methodological approach to law creation in a manner that satisfies concerns about objectivity and empirical verifiability of that positivistic
manifestation of affirmation and consent. And without this institutional structure, the black magic that stands in for identification of CIL in practice undermines the credibility of every assertion of CIL. It also, by extension, undermines the credibility of the international legal system itself.

In order for CIL to survive as a supportable source of international legal obligation, we need to create such a system structure for the objective manifestation and empirical verifiability of positive manifestations of affirmation and consent to be bound by states, resulting in the identification of CIL obligations. This structure must have in place an agreed set of rules and procedures for how this is to happen. Exactly what this institutional structure should look like, I don’t know. The conceptually easy proposal would be to create some sort of legislative body for the international legal system. Perhaps by amending the U.N. Charter to build on the existence and functions of the U.N. General Assembly. But frankly, this prospect is so unlikely, it hardly seems deserving of serious consideration.

But we have to do something. Because for me, and I think for an increasing number of international lawyers, the more we understand about the problems presented by the modern practice of identifying and asserting CIL, the more we will conclude that if CIL were Tinkerbell she’d be dead now. We just don’t believe in her anymore.